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Testing gravity theories using tensor perturbations
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Primordial gravitational waves constitute a promising probe of the very early Universe and the laws of
gravity. We study in this work changes to tensor-mode perturbations that can arise in various proposed
modified gravity theories. These include additional friction effects, nonstandard dispersion relations
involving a massive graviton, a modified speed, and a small-scale modification. We introduce a physically
motivated parametrization of these effects and use current available data to obtain exclusion regions in the
parameter spaces. Taking into account the foreground subtraction, we then perform a forecast analysis
focusing on the tensor-mode modified-gravity parameters as constrained by the future experiments COrE,
Stage-IV and PIXIE. For a fiducial value of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r ¼ 0.01, we find that an additional
friction of 3.5–4.5% compared to GR will be detected at 3-σ by these experiments, while a decrease in
friction will be more difficult to detect. The speed of gravitational waves needs to be by 5–15% different
from the speed of light for detection. We find that the minimum detectable graviton mass is about
7.8–9.7 × 10−33 eV, which is of the same order of magnitude as the graviton mass that allows massive
gravity theories to produce late-time cosmic acceleration. Finally, we study the tensor-mode perturbations
in modified gravity during inflation using our parametrization. We find that, in addition to being related
to r, the tensor spectral index would be related to the friction parameter ν0 by nT ¼ −3ν0 − r=8. Assuming
that the friction parameter is unchanged throughout the history of the Universe, and that ν0 is much larger
than r, the future experiments considered here will be able to distinguish this modified-gravity consistency
relation from the standard inflation consistency relation, and thus can be used as a further test of modified
gravity. In summary, tensor-mode perturbations and cosmic-microwave-background B-mode polarization
provide a complementary avenue to test gravity theories.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.94.123011

I. INTRODUCTION

Current problems in cosmology such as cosmic accel-
eration, or older motivations such as finding unified theories
of physics have led to searches and proposals of theories of
gravity beyond general relativity (GR). Associated with
these proposals are efforts to test GR using cosmological
probes. See, for example Refs. [1–7] for reviews on testing
modifications to gravity at cosmological scales. In doing so,
instead of building frameworks to test individual modified
gravity models, a common and reasonable approach is to
parametrize and test departures from general relativity
predictions. This approach is well justified in view of the
success of the relativistic Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM)
standard model when compared to observations so that
any deviation from GR should be small. It can be viewed as
simply testing GRwith no reference to anymodified gravity
models. Any difference in the model parameters from their
standard values in GR can point us to the right direction of
modification to GR. One could also argue that an efficient
parametrization shouldmeet someminimumcriteria. First, it
should obviously reduce to GR in some limit or given point.
Second, it should assemble the behaviors of more than one

theory of modified gravity. Third, the parametrization
should be minimum so that the possibly captured deviation
is not merely due to the increased degrees of freedom to fit
the data. And finally the parametrization should allow us to
easily assign physical meanings to the parameters.
There has been a considerable amount of work to

systematically parametrize scalar-mode-perturbation devi-
ations from GR in the literature, and we refer readers to
some reviews on the topic [1–8] and publicly available
codes to perform such tests [9,10]. On the other hand, the
tensor-mode parametrization for modified gravity has not
been systematically nor extensively studied, although
several non-GR behaviors in the tensor sector have been
individually investigated [11–15]. It is worth mentioning
that methods of parametrization come also with some
limitations [16,17]; nevertheless they can be informative
in some cases.
In this paper, we aim to provide a systematic study of

tensor-mode modified-gravity (MG) parameters including
current bounds on the parameters and future constraints. In
Sec. II, we discuss a general form of the modified tensor-
mode propagation equation including different physical
effects. In Sec. III, we investigate the tensor-mode pertur-
bations during inflation for two of our parametrization
schemes. In Sec. IV, we illustrate the effects of our MG
parameters on the cosmic-microwave-background (CMB)
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B-mode polarization. In Sec. V we use the available BKP
[18] and Planck 2015 [19] data to put bounds on the
parameter spaces. In Sec. VI, we analyze and provide a
forecast of constraints on our tensor-mode MG parameters
from some future experiments. Finally, we summarize in
Sec. VII.

II. TENSOR MODES IN MODIFIED GRAVITY
AND THEIR PARAMETRIZATION

Scalar-, vector- and tensor-mode perturbations with
respect to rotation symmetry can be treated separately
[20,21]. The line element only with tensor-mode perturba-
tions reads,

ds2 ¼ −dt2 þ a2ðtÞðδij þDijðx; tÞÞdxidxj; ð1Þ
where Dij is the traceless (i.e., Dii ¼ 0) and transverse (or
divergenceless, i.e., ∂iDij ¼ 0) part of the perturbed metric,
t is the cosmic time (or the comoving time), and aðtÞ is the
scale factor. When working in Fourier space, the propaga-
tion equation for a mode with a comoving wave number k
and with either helicity (λ ¼ �2) takes the following form:

ḧk þ 3
_a
a
_hk þ

k2

a2
hk ¼ 16πGΠT

k ; ð2Þ

where _h≡ dh
dt , and ΠT

k is the tensor part (i.e., traceless and
divergenceless) of the perturbed energy-stress tensor in
Fourier space. Since the above equation does not depend
on the helicity λ, we have dropped it from the subscript, but
we still keep the subscript k to remind us that the amplitude is
a function of the wave number. We can see from Eq. (2) that
the dynamics of the tensor-mode amplitude for each mode
behaves like a damping harmonic oscillator with a source.
The second term 3 _a

a
_hk represents the damping effect (or the

friction) caused by the cosmic expansion. The third term
k2

a2 hk means that the frequency of a free waveωT is the same
as its physical wave number k

a, which consequently means
that gravitational waves propagate at the speed of light. The
term on the right-hand side represents the source that comes
from the tensor part of the stress-energy anisotropy. In GR,
the effects from the source on the dynamics of the tensor-
mode perturbations are small (Chap. 6.6 of Ref. [20]), and
we assume this is also true in MG. So we ignore the source
term and assume the major modification to the tensor-mode
perturbations is from the change to the free propagation
equation, i.e., the left-hand side of Eq. (2).Here a test particle
is assumed to follow a geodesic as in GR and therewill be no
modification to the Boltzmann equations.
Relativistic theories of gravity other than GR can (i)

change the damping rate of gravitational waves (i.e., the
term with _h in the propagation equation), (ii) modify the
dispersion relation (i.e., rather than k2=a2 in the third term,
it can be a generic function of k=a; see for example the
Hořava-Lifshitz gravity [22] and the Einstein-aether theory

[23]), and (iii) add an additional source term to the right-
hand side even in the situation of a perfect fluid (see, for
example, in the generalized single scalar field theory
[24,25], and a recent extension to the Horndeski theories
[26–28]). Ignoring the source term as we assume it gives
small effects, we suggest in this paper the following
practical form of the modified propagation equation for
tensor-mode perturbations:

ḧk þ 3
_g
g
_hk þ ω2

Thk ¼ 0; ð3Þ

where g is a model-dependent function of time via some
background variables and is k-independent in the linear
regime, and ω2

T depends on time and the physical wave
number k=a. Similar modified equations are found in the
literature [11,12,14,15]. In particular, in some previous
papers the coefficient in the _h term has been modified to
ð3þ αMÞH instead of 3H, which corresponds to g ¼ a1þ

αM
3

with a constant αM in Eq. (3). For the dispersion relation, a
modified speed and a graviton mass have also been
considered in the literature. But here we introduce and
use a specific form [Eq. (3)] based on a more generic
friction term and modified dispersion relation. A different
parametrization scheme is considered in Ref. [29], in which
the friction term and the source term are modified in a way
that they are both time and wave-number dependent. This is
different from our consideration: 1. We argue that the
friction term is only time dependent via some background
variables. 2. We neglect changes to the source term since
we assume that the effect due to those changes is small in
MG. 3. We consider a more general dispersion relation.
Our proposed form of the friction term has more

analytical advantages, because it can represent the general
friction term for a wide range of MG theories. For example,
in fðRÞ theories (with R being the Ricci scalar),
g ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

fR
p

× a, where fR ¼ dfðRÞ
dR and equals 1 in GR. In

the Horndeski models, we can combine Eq. (5) and Eq. (6)
in Ref. [15] and manipulate to get g ¼ ω1=3

1 × a. In tensor-
vector-scalar theory, we can modify Eq. (163) in Ref. [30]
and get g ¼ bγ. For all MG theories, the function g depends
only on time but not on the wave number.
Our consideration of the modified dispersion relation can

in principle cover more generic cases, and is not limited to a
constant modified speed cT or a graviton mass μ. The
proposed form of the dispersion relation in Ref. [11] reads,

ω2
T ¼ c2T

k2

a2
þ μ2; ð4Þ

which can be manipulated and written as,

ω2
T

k2=a2
− 1 ¼ ðc2T − 1Þ þ a2

k2
μ2: ð5Þ

Here we can see clearly from Eq. (4) or Eq. (5) that the

difference from a standard dispersion (i.e., ω2
T

k2=a2 − 1 ¼ 0)
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can be caused by a modified speed cT ≠ 1 or by a nonzero
mass μ ≠ 0. Note that the squared phase speed of gravita-

tional waves is actually ω2
T

ðk=aÞ2, which is different from the

squared speed c2T . In this work, we parametrize the
dispersion relation from a different approach. Our starting
point of the dispersion-relation parametrization is to treat the
right-hand side of Eq. (5) as awhole and small piece. But we
will see that, under a few assumptions, our parametrized
dispersion relation corresponds to three physical cases: a
modified speed, a graviton mass, and (in addition) an
ultraviolet (high-k=a or small-scale) modification.
There are already some constraints on the dispersion

relation in the literature. First, the consideration of gravi-
tational Cherenkov radiation puts a strong lower limit on
the phase speed of gravitational waves, which is very close
to the speed of light [31]. The idea is that, if the phase speed
is slower than the speed of light, there must be some
energetic particles moving faster than the phase speed of
gravitational waves which leads to gravitational Cherenkov
radiation. Such gravitational Cherenkov radiation should in
principle slow down these energetic particles. But the
observed energetic particles can have a speed close to
the speed of light, and do not appear to have been slowed
down by this process. Or, such particles can only have
traveled for a short distance, which contradicts the
assumption that they are from the Galactic center or other
further sources. In other words, if the idea of gravitational
Cherenkov radiation is correct, a subluminal phase speed of
gravitational waves is not allowed. Second, for the graviton
mass, Ref. [13] estimated an upper limit from the CMB
observations for a nonvanishing tensor-to-scalar ratio. This
bound of graviton mass is stronger than those set by the
gravitational-wave detectors. For a more comprehensive
list of observational bounds of the graviton mass, we refer
readers to Ref. [32]. In this work, however, we will release
the above constraints on the dispersion relation. We do so in
order to give independent constraints on the tensor sector
solely from a Monte Carlo Markov chain (MCMC) analysis
on the current CMB observations.
Now we turn to our parametrization. We first parametrize

the dispersion relation. Instead of starting with modifying
the speed and adding a graviton mass, we parametrize the
dispersion relation from a mathematical point of view. We
assume that the dispersion relation depends only on the
physical wave number k=a, but not explicitly on time. A
general modified dispersion relation that only depends on
the physical wave number k=a takes the following form:

ω2
T

k2=a2
− 1 ¼ εðk=aÞ; ð6Þ

where εðk=aÞ is an arbitrary function of k=a which
vanishes in GR. In the last step, we have denoted every-
thing on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) as εðk=aÞ. This
arrangement is motivated by the fact that the deviation from
GR is small in the scalar sector, and so we assume the

deviation is also small in the tensor sector. A positive/
negative ε corresponds to a superluminal/subluminal phase
speed. To parametrize the k=a dependence of the dispersion
relation, we model it such that the deviation either happens
in the large-scale or the small-scale limit but unchanged on
the other limit, or the deviation is k=a independent. And the
dispersion relation should be isotropic, so it should be an
even function of k=a. Under the above assumptions, the
following proposals can capture the deviation up to the
lowest order (and there are examples of theories corre-
sponding to each of the following cases):

εðk=aÞ ¼

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

εh

�
k=a
K0

�
2

; small scales;

ε0; k=a-independent;

ðεlÞn
�

μ0
k=a

�
2

; large scales:

ð7Þ

In the above, ε0, εh and εl are tensor-mode MG parameters.
The subscripts h and l stand for high and low physical wave
numbers respectively. K0 and μ0 are normalization con-
stants. They are inserted to make εh and εl dimensionless
and within a practical range (i.e., of unity). For consistency
of the units, k in CAMB is measured in Mpc−1, so K0 and μ0
are also in Mpc−1. There are examples of modified gravity
theories that have a dispersion relation in each of the three
forms in Eq. (7). The first case is a ultraviolet deviation. For
example in the Hořava-Lifshitz theory, the dispersion
relation deviates from the standard one at small scales
[22], which falls into the first case to the leading order.
More explicitly, in Ref. [22], K0

ε2h
¼ g3

ζ2
to the leading order at

moderately small scales. The second case corresponds to a
constant nonstandard speed of gravitational waves, which
can be found in the Einstein-aether theory [11,23]. For the
third case, an example of deviation happening at large
scales is when a graviton mass is added to the propagation
equation, ω2

T ¼ k2

a2 þ μ2, which can be written as
ω2
T

k2=a2 − 1 ¼ μ2

k2=a2. And we can identify ðεlÞn as the ratio

μ2=μ20 in the last case. Then our modified dispersion
relation is divided into three separate cases, each of which
has one parameter, namely ε0, εl and εh. The three
parameters characterizing the modified dispersion relation
vanish in GR.
For the first case, we find K0 ¼ 100 Mpc−1 suitable.

Roughly speaking, K0=
ffiffiffiffiffi
εh

p
is the physical wave number

onset of the small-scale deviation. In the last case we use
ðεlÞn instead of simply εl, and we set n ¼ 4. That is because
the current constraint on the graviton mass is very weak (to
be explored in Sec. V), and it can span four orders of
magnitude. Using ðεlÞ4 roughly gives a different order of εl
the same footing when using COSMOMC. If further data can
provide stronger constraints, we can set n to be a smaller
value, for example n ¼ 1. A value of μ0 ¼ 1 Mpc−1
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corresponds to a graviton mass of ∼5 × 10−58Mp in the
Planck units, or ∼6 × 10−30 eV. In Ref. [13], they used
3000H0 (the expansion rate at recombination), which is
roughly 0.7 Mpc−1 and this suggests μ0 ¼ 1 Mpc−1 is
suitable. Any other choices of K0 and μ0 can be absorbed
into the constants εh and εl.
The necessity of the case separation in Eq. (7) needs to

be justified. We concede that separating the dispersion
relation into cases increases the complexity of the analysis.
It might not be useful if we only have data corresponding to
a narrow range of k=a, because we would not be able to
determine any dependence on k=a from the data. And such
case separation does not represent a more general situation
where the deviation can occur at both small and large
scales. However, the above separation clearly describes
different physics of the possible deviations, making it
possible to quickly link the modified parameters and the
reason for their nonvanishing values. Also for a practical
reason, the constraints on the tensor sector are very weak,
so it is unrealistic to consider the three deviations simulta-
neously. One might want to replace the three cases with a
power index, such as ðk=aÞn. Then the positive, zero and
negative values of n can generalize the above three cases.
But a continuous n lacks physical meaning and can lead to
confusion. Therefore, we choose to separate the dispersion
relation into three cases.
For the friction term, we simply assume g ¼ a1þν0 for a

constant ν0, which is equivalent to the work in Refs. [11,12]
as explained earlier in this section. A positive/negative ν0
means the friction is larger/smaller than the one in GR, and
consequently the gravitational waves are more/less damped.
In summary, the MG parameters ν0, ε0, εl and εh

characterize the modified gravitational-wave-propagation
equation in four different cases, and they all vanish in GR.
When considered separately (as in this work), the four MG
parameters correspond to four one-parameter modifica-
tions. The tensor-modeMG parameters and the correspond-
ing physical meanings are summarized in Table I.

III. TENSOR-MODE PERTURBATIONS
DURING INFLATION WITH CONSTANT

FRICTION AND SPEED

Our parametrization of the friction term has more
analytical advantages. One example is the study of

tensor-mode perturbations during inflation. For the case
with only a constant friction parameter ν0, Eq. (3) in
conformal time dτ ¼ dt=a reads,

h00k þ 2
~g0

~g
h0k þ k2hk ¼ 0; ð8Þ

where ~g ¼ að1þ ~ν0Þ for a constant eν0 and 0 stands for a
derivative with respect to the conformal time. Note that, the
constant eν0 in Eq. (3) is different from the one in Eq. (8).
But they are simply related to each other, and eν0 ¼ 3

2
ν0.

When we letW ¼ ~g × hk, Eq. (8) takes the canonical form,

W00 þ
�
k2 −

~g00

~g

�
W ¼ 0: ð9Þ

At the early time of inflation when perturbations were
inside the horizon, Eq. (9) andW ¼ ~g × hk suggest that the
solution is normalized such that,

hkðtÞ →
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
16πG

p

ð2πÞ3=2 ffiffiffiffiffi
2k

p
~g
exp

�
−ik

Z
dτ

�
: ð10Þ

The difference from GR is that we have ~g in the denom-
inator instead of the scale factor a. We assume the Universe
was in the ground state so that Eq. (10) will serve as an
asymptotic initial condition of hk. To get hk outside the
horizon (by the end of inflation), we need to know the
expansion background. Here we first assume the back-
ground is exactly exponentially expanding with respect to
the cosmic time t (i.e., de Sitter background). We make this
assumption at first in order to isolate the MG effects from
the slow-roll inflation. Under this assumption, we have
a ¼ − 1

Hτ, where H is the constant expansion rate during
inflation. And Eq. (8) becomes,

h00k −
2ð1þ ~ν0Þ

τ
h0k þ k2hk ¼ 0: ð11Þ

If we let x ¼ −kτ and hk ¼ x
3
2
þ ~ν0y, the above equation

becomes,

x2
d2y
dx2

þ x
dy
dx

þ
�
x2 −

�
3

2
þ ~ν0

�
2
�
y ¼ 0; ð12Þ

TABLE I. Table of the tensor-mode MG parameters and their corresponding physical meanings or typical examples. In this work, we
consider the four MG parameters separately. Each MG parameter corresponds to a one-parameter modification. All parameters vanish in
GR. The physical ranges will be discussed in Sec. IV.

Parameters Scales of deviation Physical Meaning or example Physical ranges GR values

ν0 All scales Modulating the friction >−1

0
εh Small scales High k

a deviation, like in Ref. [22] ≥0
ε0 All scales Gives a modified speed >−1
εl Large scales Gives a finite graviton mass ≥0
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which is a Bessel differential equation of order ν ¼ 3
2
þ ~ν0

(and this is the reason we use the notation ν0). The general
solution of Eq. (12) is a linear combination of Hankel

functions of the first and second kinds Hð1Þ
ν and Hð2Þ

ν .
Matching the solution deep inside the horizon [Eq. (10)],

we eliminate the Hð2Þ
ν component since Hð1Þ

ν ð−kτÞ already
goes as ∼ expð−ikτÞ. And by taking the outside horizon
limit −kτ → ∞, we obtain the tensor-mode spectrum,

jh0kj2 ¼
Gð2HÞ2ð1þ ~ν0Þ½Γð3

2
þ ~ν0Þ�2

π3 · k3þ2 ~ν0
ð13Þ

whereG is the Newtonian constant. The result in GR in a de
Sitter background is recovered for ~ν0 ¼ 0. Since jh0kj2 is
proportional to k−3−2 ~ν0 , we can identify the tensor spectral
index as,

nT ¼ −2eν0 ¼ −3ν0: ð14Þ
So if a ∝ eHt during inflation, nT and ν0 should be related
by Eq. (14).
For the case of slow-roll inflation, the background is not

exactly de Sitter andH is not a constant. One of the slow-roll
parameters ϵ (not one of our modified gravity parameters)
measures the first derivative of H with respect to time,

ϵ ¼ − _H=H2: ð15Þ
In this case, the scale factor a no longer goes as a ¼ − 1

Hτ.
Instead it is replaced by aH ¼ − 1

ð1−ϵÞτ, which is obtained by
integrating Eq. (15). As a result, Eq. (11) becomes,

h00k −
2ð1þ ~ν0Þ
ð1 − ϵÞτ h0k þ k2hk ¼ 0: ð16Þ

For a small ϵ, we have 1
1−ϵ ≃ 1þ ϵ, and Eq. (16) can be

approximately written as,

h00k −
2ð1þ ~ν0 þ ϵÞ

τ
h0k þ k2hk ¼ 0: ð17Þ

Note that eν0 in Eq. (11) is now replaced by eν0 þ ϵ in Eq. (17).
Consequently, we only need to replace eν0 by eν0 þ ϵ in the
final result, i.e., in Eq. (13). In particular, the tensor spectrum
index nT is related to both the MG friction parameter ν0 ¼
2
3
eν0 and the slow-roll parameter ϵ by,

nT ¼ −3ν0 − 2ϵ: ð18Þ
In contrast, the ordinary slow-roll inflation inGRgivesnT ¼
−2ϵ [20]. We can see from Eq. (18) that the MG friction
parameter ν0 and the slow-roll parameter ϵ have degenerate
roles in the tensor spectral index nT . This means the value of
nT cannot tell us whether the background is exactly de Sitter
with a MG friction parameter ν0, or slowly changing with a
small slow-roll parameter ϵ. The slow-roll inflation consis-
tency relation,

nT ¼ −r=8; ð19Þ
is expected to change if the friction parameter ν0 is nonzero.
More explicitly, if we assume the result of the scalar sector is
unchanged, the tensor-to-scalar ratio r is still related to the
slow-roll parameter ϵ by,

r ¼ 16ϵ: ð20Þ
Note that we have used the fact that the tensor-mode
amplitude is not affected by ν0 to the leading order. Then
the inflation consistency relation is nowmodified inMGand
becomes,

nT ¼ −3ν0 − r=8: ð21Þ
We call Eq. (21) the modified-gravity inflation consistency
relation (MG consistency relation).
Verifying the inflation consistency relation is one of the

important tasks for future CMB experiments. However the
near-future experiments have limited capability of doing so
[33–35]. The presence of ν0 in the MG consistency relation
(21) makes the situation even worse. For example, if future
experiments falsify the standard consistency relation
nT ¼ −r=8, it does not necessarily mean the slow-roll
inflation is wrong: it can be that general relativity needs to
be modified so that the friction term is changed.
It will be difficult for the near-future CMB experiments

to disentangle the standard and the MG consistency
relations. However, in some extreme cases, the two con-
sistency relations are very different, and this will help us to
tell which consistency relation is possibly correct. We
explain as follows. The current upper bound of the tensor-
to-scalar ratio r is around 0.1 [18]. If the true value of ν0 is
much larger than r, we can ignore the term −r=8 in the MG
consistency relation (21). Then the tensor spectral index
reduces to nT ≃ −3ν0 in modified gravity. In contrast, the
standard consistency relation still gives nT ¼ −r=8. In this
case, the MG consistency relation expects nT to be much
larger than what is expected in GR. In the future, if we see
nT ≃ −3ν0 with ν0 ≫ r, then we can say the MG con-
sistency relation is possibly right (or the slow-roll inflation
theory has some troubles). In Sec. VI C, we explore how
future experiments can distinguish the standard and the MG
consistency relations. For the forecast in Sec. VI C, we set
for our fiducial model r ¼ 0.01 and ν0 ¼ 0.2. We can then
ignore the term −r=8 in the MG consistency relation, so
nT ¼ −3ν0 − r=8≃ −3ν0 ¼ −0.6. In contrast, the standard
consistency relation in GR is nT ¼ −r=8 ¼ −0.00125. So
the values of nT are then very different according to the two
consistency relations. For this fiducial model, future experi-
ments will then be able to verify the MG consistency
relation and rule out the standard consistency relation. We
refer readers to Sec. VI C for some details.
It is possible to test the MG consistency relation,

Eq. (21), with future CMB experiments, because ν0 affects
the CMB B-mode power spectrum. We will explore these
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effects in Sec. IVA. If we are able to obtain the values of ν0,
r and nT from observations, we can then test whether
Eq. (21) is satisfied. However, we note that it is possible to
do so with CMB data only if ν0 is constant throughout the
history of the Universe, or at least from inflation to
recombination. Only in this case, it will be the same MG
friction parameter ν0 in Eq. (21) that also affects the CMBB-
mode power spectrum. The value of ν0 inferred from CMB
data is actually the one after inflation (let us call it ν0;cmb),
while the ν0 in the MG consistency relation (21) is the
one during inflation (let us call it ν0;inf ). If ν0;cmb ≠ ν0;inf , it
will be incorrect to test the MG consistency relation
nT ¼ −3ν0;inf − r=8 with CMB data which only give
ν0;cmb. For example, if ν0;inf ¼ 0 but ν0;cmb ≠ 0, the standard
consistency relation is correct but we will see a nonzero
ν0;cmb from future CMB experiments. Another example is if
ν0;inf ≠ 0 but ν0;cmb ¼ 0, the MG consistency relation is
correct but we will not see any extra friction effects from
CMB data. Fortunately, even if ν0 changes its value after
inflation, we can still test the standard inflation consistency
relation in GR. Indeed, a nonzero ν0;inf during inflation still
breaks the relation between nT and r in Eq. (19). If the
standard consistency relation is not satisfied by future
CMB experiments, one can draw a conclusion that either
GR needs to be modified or the slow-roll inflation theory is
inconsistent. In this work, we will assume, for simplicity,
that ν0 is constant.
We will close the section with a brief discussion of

possible generalizations of the result of Eq. (13). For
example, the result can be generalized to include a constant
modified speed parameter ε0 in addition to a constant
friction parameter ν0. In this case, Eq. (13) can be easily
generalized to

jh0kj2 ¼
Gð2HÞ2ð1þ ~ν0Þ½Γð3

2
þ ~ν0Þ�2

π3 · ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1þ ε0Þ
p

× kÞ3þ2 ~ν0
: ð22Þ

In other words, we have replaced k in Eq. (13) withffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffið1þ ε0Þ
p

× k to obtain Eq. (22). But this does not change
the dependence of jh0kj2 on k, which means the tensor
spectral index nT does not depend on a constant modified
speed of gravitational waves. So the consistency relation
will not be changed due to a modified constant speed
of gravitational waves. Additionally, since the wave-
propagation equation (8) is a differential equation in time,
mathematically the result (22) can be generalized to cover
cases where ν0 and ε0 are functions of the comoving wave
number k. The only difference for such general cases will
be that ν0 and ε0 in Eq. (22) become k dependent. But such
generalization is not physically meaningful because the
function g in the friction term (and hence ν0) is k
independent, and the dispersion relation usually depends
on the physical wave number k=a instead of the comoving
wave number k.

IV. EFFECTS OF TENSOR MODE MODIFIED
GRAVITY PARAMETERS

After investigating the primordial fluctuation during
inflation (only for the cases of constant ν0 and ε0), the
next step is to see how the MG parameters change the
evolution of tensor-mode perturbations at later times, and
use observational data to put constraints on our MG
parameters. In order to do so, we use a modified version
of CAMB [36] and COSMOMC [37]. In addition to the
changes to the scalar sector in ISITGR, we add modifica-
tions of the wave-propagation equation in the tensor sector.
For the scalar modes, we refer the modifications of these to
packages ISITGR [10,38]. We add to the top of these
modifications the tensor modes.
We already mentioned in Sec. II some of the constraints

on the dispersion relation in the literature. In particular, a
subluminal phase speed of gravitational waves is almost
forbidden by consideration of gravitational Cherenkov
radiation. But, in this work we will not use those as prior
bounds but rather aim to obtain independent and comple-
mentary constraints. We will constrain our MG parameters
solely from the current CMB observations. Our results
should thus serve as independent constraints on the
dispersion relation. However, some physical ranges need
to be imposed on the MG parameters for the stability of the
solutions of the perturbation equations:

(i) ν0 > −1. If not, the friction term in Eq. (3) has an
enhancing instead of suppressing effect.

(ii) ε0 > −1. If ε0 < −1, ω2
T ¼ ð1þ ε0Þ × k2

a2 is negative
and tensor modes will all be unstable. We also
exclude the situation ε0 ¼ −1 for a practical reason.
If ε0 ¼ −1, hk ¼ constant is a solution of Eq. (3).
Then tensor modes will not contribute to CMB
temperature anisotropy or polarization spectra, and
the tensor-to-scalar ratio r can be arbitrarily large.
Our allowed range of ε0 means that we are also
considering a subluminal phase speed of gravita-
tional waves (i.e., for −1 < ε0 < 0).

(iii) ðεlÞn ≥ 0. If not, the squared graviton mass
μ2 ¼ ðεlÞn × μ20 is negative. Tensor modes become
tachyonic, and ω2

T will be negative for large-scale
modes with k2=a2 < jμ2j. The evolution of these
modes will then grow exponentially and become
unstable.

(iv) εh ≥ 0. If not, ω2
T will be negative for small-scale

modes with k2=a2 > jεhj × K2
0.

Those physical ranges of MG parameters are also listed
in Table I.

A. Analyzing the effects of modified friction and
nonstandard speed

In this subsection, we explore the effects of the MG
parameters ν0 and ε0 on the CMB B-mode polarization
power spectrum. We vary each one of them individually,
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and set the other MG parameters to their GR value. To
verify our modification in CAMB, in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 we
reproduce two figures from Refs. [12] and [14].
Figure 1 shows the effects due to different values of ν0,

corresponding to different strengths of friction. In Fig. 1 we
have used αM to denote the friction term instead of ν0, in
order to be consistent with Ref. [12]. For the rest of this
paper, we use our notation ν0. Again, for constant ν0 and
αM, they are only different by a factor of 1

3
, and ν0 ¼ 1

3
αM.

We refer readers to Ref. [12] for a more detailed analysis of
the friction term. For a brief discussion, we can see that a

larger ν0 (or αM) means a larger damping effect, and
generally leads to a smaller tensor-mode amplitude. But we
need to keep in mind that, a smaller tensor-mode amplitude
does not necessarily mean a smaller B-mode polarization
induced by tensor-mode perturbations, since it is the time
derivative of the amplitude that is important; see Chap. 7 in
Ref. [20]. However, it turns out in this case that a larger ν0
(or αM) simply leads to a smaller B-mode, as shown
in Fig. 1.
Figure 2 shows the effects due to different values of ε0,

corresponding to different speeds of gravitational waves.
We do not restrict our parameter ε0 to be non-negative,
which means we do not use the constraint set by the
consideration of gravitational Cherenkov radiation, in order
to derive complementary results as we explained at the
beginning of Sec. IV. A detailed analysis of a nonstandard
speed was given in Ref. [14], in which the speed was
parametrized as c2T . Their parametrization is the same as our
1þ ε0 parametrization. The major effect of a different ε is a
horizontal shift of the peaks in the B-mode power spectrum.
The reason for such peak shifting can be understood as
follows. Roughly speaking, for a nonzero ε0, solutions of
Eq. (3) are changed so that hk → h0k ¼ h ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þε0
p

k
. For the

same k, the frequency (in time) ωT ¼ k=a is now replaced
by ωT ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ ε0
p

× k=a. Consequently, for the same fre-
quency ωT, the corresponding comoving wave number is
now k=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ε0

p
instead of k. If the original peak is at a

multiple of l, it will be shifted to lffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þε0

p . For example, the

B-mode recombination peak in GR is around l ∼ 100. For
1þ ε0 ¼ 1.5 and 0.5, this peak will be shifted to l ∼ 80 and
∼140 respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. Another effect from
a nonstandard speed involves the amplitude of the reioni-
zation peak. We can see in Fig. 2 that a smaller speed leads

FIG. 1. Reproducing Fig. 1 from Ref. [12]. Within the figure,
“tensor” refers to the B-mode due to tensor modes only, and “all”
includes the lensing in the scalar mode. Notice that we set r ¼ 0.2
here to reproduce consistent results with Ref. [12]. Larger friction
leads to a small tensor-mode amplitude and consequently a
smaller tensor-induced B-mode polarization.

FIG. 2. Reproducing Fig. 1 from Ref. [14]. We also set r ¼ 0.2 here to get the same results as Ref. [14]. In the left panel, we show the
effects on the B-mode polarization. The solid lines represent the results due to tensor modes plus lensing, and the dash lines represent
tensor modes only. As explained in Ref. [14], modifying the speed of gravitational waves shifts the peaks of the B-mode polarization.
The effects on the temperature power spectrum are shown in the right panel. The solid and the dashed lines have the same
correspondences as in the left panel. We can see that even if the tensor-induced temperature power spectrum is changed, the total
temperature power spectrum is not affected because the scalar modes are dominating.
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to a smaller amplitude of this peak, in addition to a
horizontal shift. This is because a smaller speed makes
all modes reenter the horizon later, so that the largest-scale
modes remain constant for a longer time and do not
contribute to the B-mode production (recall again that
the important part is the time derivative of the tensor-mode
amplitude). Such a contribution is important for the
reionization peak, and so a smaller speed leads to a smaller
peak. Vice versa, a larger speed makes the largest-scale
modes reenter the horizon, and oscillate earlier and par-
ticipate in the B-mode production.

B. Effects of large-scale deviation

The large-scale (low-k=a) deviation represents a constant
graviton mass. Again, the squared mass μ2 needs to be non-
negative to avoid small-scale tachyonic instability. If μ2 is
negative, roughly speaking the solution will grow expo-
nentially for the modes with k2=a2 þ μ2 < 0.
An analysis of the effects on the CMB due to a graviton

mass has been given in Ref. [13]. The authors there
estimated an upper bound of the graviton mass,
μ≲ 10−30 eV, for a nonvanishing tensor-to-scalar ratio.
Here we reproduce some of their numerical results and
show them in Fig. 3. A similar upper bound of the graviton
mass will be obtained in Sec. V B, where, instead of
estimating,wewill use aMCMCanalysis and get constraints
from the current available data. In Fig. 3, since the effects are
not monotonic with εl, we show them in two panels. In fact,
the effects have an oscillating dependence on εl, as we will
explain in the next paragraph. We only show the effects
on the B-mode polarization, because the temperature and
E-mode are dominated by the scalar modes.

Depending on the time ordering of recombination, the
horizon reentering (when k=a ∼H), and the transition
from being relativistic to nonrelativistic (when k=a ∼ μ),
there are different effects on the evolutions of different
perturbation modes. We can qualitatively see that as
follows. With a finite graviton mass, there is a distinct
feature from GR for the perturbation evolutions:
all perturbation modes will eventually become nonrelativ-
istic (i.e., k=a < μ, or the momentum of a graviton is
smaller than its mass). Since the physical wave numbers
decrease with time, perturbation modes always start out
being relativistic (i.e, k=a > μ), and later transition to
nonrelativistic (i.e, k=a < μ). And once they become
nonrelativistic, they remain so. The time for the relativ-
istic-to-nonrelativistic transition is roughly determined by
the condition k=a ∼ μ, which depends on k. Different
modes have different transition times. Consider only the
polarizations produced near recombination: for the modes
whose relativistic-to-nonrelativistic transitions happen
after recombination (true for small-scale modes), their
evolutions before recombination will be almost the same as
in GR. Therefore, their contributions to the CMB temper-
ature and polarization will be nearly unchanged. For the
modes whose transitions happen before recombination, the
situation is different and interesting effects take place, but
the analysis will be more involved. Detailed discussions
were provided in Ref. [13], in which perturbation modes
were divided into three classes: class I consists of modes
that are relativistic at recombination; class II consists of
modes that are nonrelativistic as they enter the horizon;
and class III consists of modes that are relativistic when
they reenter the horizon and become nonrelativistic during
recombination. Depending on whether the graviton mass is

FIG. 3. The effects of the large-scale deviation on the tensor-induced B-mode polarization. Both panels have the same horizontal and
vertical scales. In the left panel, for a small εl, a larger εl leads to a smaller large-scale B-mode polarization. In the right panel, the
opposite effects take place. For a large εl, a larger εl leads to a greater large-scale B-mode polarization. These results are consistent with
those in Ref. [13], where we can see that the amplitude of the tensor-induced B-mode has an oscillating dependence on the graviton mass
μ. See the text for a discussion.
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larger or smaller than the Hubble rate at recombination, the
third class may or may not exist.
Now we discuss whether the largest-scale modes (small

wave number compared to μ and H) are well behaved for a
finite μ2. The discussion here will also explain the oscil-
latory dependence of the large-scale effects. Consider the
largest-scale modes with k=a negligible compared to μ and
H. In this simple situation, Eq. (3) becomes,

ḧk þ
2

t
_hk þ μ2hk ¼ 0: ð23Þ

Solutions to Eq. (23) are the spherical Bessel functions of
order 0. The asymptotically constant initial condition gives,

hkðtÞ ∝ j0ðμtÞ ¼
sinðμtÞ
μt

; ð24Þ

where j0ðxÞ is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind
of order 0. It means that with a finite μ, the largest-scale-
mode evolutions do not depend on k, and they start to
oscillate earlier than they would in GR. So the largest-scale
modes are well behaved. If the graviton mass is large
enough (more explicitly, larger than the Hubble rate at
recombination, i.e., μ > Hrecom), they oscillate before
recombination, and consequently contribute to the CMB
temperature anisotropy and polarization spectra. In con-
trast, in GR, the largest-scale modes remain constant and do
not contribute. Since the tensor-mode amplitude has an
oscillating dependence on the graviton mass (and hence on
εl) as shown in Eq. (24), the largest-scale-mode contribu-
tion to the B-mode polarization in MG also has an
oscillating dependence on εl. As shown in the left panel
of Fig. 3, for small εl, the low-l spectrum of the B-mode
polarization decreases with εl. But in the right panel, for
larger εl, it increases with εl. A more detailed analysis and
similar numerical results were given in Ref. [13], where
they showed two more panels, and the B-mode spectrum
decreases and increases again with even larger graviton
masses.

C. Effects of small-scale deviation

In this subsection we investigate the effects of the small-
scale (high-k=a) parameter εh on the B-mode polarization.
Figure 4 shows the results of the B-mode polarization
power spectrum for different values of εh. Here we set
r ¼ 0.1. Recall that we restrict εh to be non-negative
because a negative εh can lead to small-scale instability.
This small-scale instability can be seen from Eq. (4) and
Eq. (7), and when εhðk=aK0

Þ2 < −1 the squared frequency ω2
T

becomes negative. If one wants to allow a negative εh, it is
necessary to introduce a cutoff or include a positive higher-
order term. We will not do these, because, first, the cutoff is
totally arbitrary and the results are not converging for higher
and higher cutoffs. A higher cutoff only leads to a higher
amplitude. Second, to include a positive higher-order term

requires another parameter specifying the physical wave
number from which the higher-order term becomes signifi-
cant. Doing so requires more complicated considerations,
such as analyzing the competition of the second-order term
and the higher-order term. So for simplicity we keep the
number of parameters to a minimum, but we are still able to
catch some (if notmost) of the physics ofmodified gravity at
small scales.
As Fig. 4 shows, the tensor-induced B-mode polarization

power spectrum can be significantly suppressed at small
scales (large l) while keeping it unaffected at large scales
(small l), as expected. The effects of small-scale deviation
can be understood as follows. A nonzero εh changes the time
of horizon reentering. For a certain mode with comoving
wave number k, a larger εh leads to earlier horizon reenter-
ing, resulting in a smaller tensor-mode amplitude. So the
tensor-induced B-mode is expected to be smaller.
This small-scale deviation is difficult to observe, because

it hardly changes the total B-mode power spectrum at small
scales, where the contribution from lensing is dominating.
A larger εh only makes the tensor-mode contribution less
significant in the high-l spectrum. Consequently, the
dominating B-mode from lensing at small scales makes
it very difficult to set a constraint on the parameter εh. So
we will not do the corresponding Monte Carlo analysis for
εh and leave it for future data. Fortunately, with the near-
future CMB experiments we will be able to see such small-
scale effects, if εh is large enough so that small-scale
deviation begins with a large-enough-scale onset. We will
estimate the constraint on εh with the Fisher matrix
formalism in Sec. VI.

FIG. 4. Effects of small-scale (high-k=a) deviation on the B-
mode power spectrum. Here we only show the tensor-induced B-
mode polarization. The spectrum at small scales (low l) is not
affected as expected. A larger εh makes the small-scale modes
reenter the horizon earlier, resulting in a smaller tensor-mode
amplitude and consequently a smaller B-mode polarization. This
effect is hard to observe since the dominating B-mode polariza-
tion at small scales is from the lensed E-mode.
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V. CONSTRAINTS ON TENSOR MODE MODIFIED
GRAVITY PARAMETERS

Tensor-mode perturbations, if present, can smooth out
the temperature-anisotropy power spectrum and generate
E-mode and B-mode polarization patterns in the CMB.
Therefore, both CMB temperature and polarization maps
can be used to constrain the parameters related to tensor-
mode perturbations. In the following subsections, we
study the constraints on the four MG parameters indi-
vidually. For example, when we are constraining ν0, we
fix ε0, εh and εl to their GR values. We do that for a
practical reason since current data gives very weak
constraints on the tensor-mode MG parameters. It is
computationally expensive to constrain the MG parame-
ters simultaneously. In the MCMC analysis, we also fix
the six standard cosmological parameters to the values of
the Planck 2015 best fit [19], and constrain the tensor-to-
scalar ratio r with one of the tensor-mode MG parameters
at a time using the joint data of Planck and BICEP2 [18]
and the Planck 2015 low-l polarization data [19]. In this
section, we use the standard inflation consistency relation
on the value of nT , namely, nT ¼ −r=8. For the current
data, we will not vary the tensor spectral index nT since
otherwise the parameter space would be too large and give
no useful information.
For current data, the tensor-induced B-mode polariza-

tion has not been detected yet so we will provide only
some bounds on the MG parameters. Due to the weak
constraining power of current data, we will also not
attempt any joint constraints on the four MG parameters.
We also do not constrain εh because the observed high-l
B-mode polarization is dominated by the lensed E-mode,
so current data only give a large and meaningless allowed
region in the r vs εh parameter space. Instead, we will
forecast the constraint on εh in Sec. VI for some future
experiments.

A. Updating the constraints on friction and constant
speed using the new BKP data

We first update the constraints on the friction and the
speed by using the data from the Planck-BICEP2 joint
analysis (BKP) [18] and the Planck 2015 low-l polariza-
tion data [19]. To validate our modification to CAMB, we
reproduced the marginalized likelihood distributions in the
αM vs r and r vs c2T parameter spaces in Ref. [12] using the
old BICEP2 data [39], and we got the same results.
The left panel in Fig. 5 shows the marginalized con-

straints in the r vs ν0 parameter space using the BKP and
the Planck 2015 low-l polarization data. The black curves
are iso-likelihood contours, within which the integrated
probabilities are 68% and 95% respectively. Consequently,
the green and the blueþ green regions respectively corre-
spond to the 1-σ (68%) and 2-σ (95%) confidence levels
(C.L.). There is a probability of 68% for the true values of r
and ν0 to be located within the green region, and 95%
within the blueþ green region. In other words, at the
95% C.L., the white parameter space is ruled out. (Note that
the blue-only region is ruled out at the 68% C.L., but
allowed at the 95% C.L.). We can see from the left panel of
Fig. 5 that the degenerate direction goes roughly as
r − 0.05ν0 ¼ constant, consistent with that in Ref. [12].
The tensor-to-scalar ratio r is consistently zero. We cut out
the large ν0 parameter space, because a larger ν0 only leads
to a larger allowed tensor-to-scalar ratio r.
Using the same data, in the right panel of Fig. 5 we show

the constraints in the r vs ε0 parameter space. The green and
blue regions have the same meanings as those in the left
panel of Fig. 5. Since we have not observed the tensor-
induced B-mode polarization, we should not expect the
peak position of the B-mode power spectrum to constrain
the speed of gravitational waves as in Ref. [14]. Instead we
see in the right panel of Fig. 5 that a smaller ε0 (and hence a
smaller speed) allows a larger tensor-to-scalar ratio. As ε0

0
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FIG. 5. The 1-σ (green) and 2-σ (blueþ green) confidence levels of marginalized constraints in the r vs ν0 (left panel) and the r vs ε0
(right panel) parameter spaces. Equivalently, we can say the white parameter region is disfavored at the 95% confidence level.
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approaches −1, at the 1-σ C.L., we have an upper limit of
r ∼ 1.75 shown by the green region in the right panel of
Fig. 5. As mentioned in Sec. IV, a smaller speed means a
later horizon reentering. An extreme case is a vanishing
speed (ε0 ¼ −1), in which the tensor-mode perturbations
would never reenter the horizon and their amplitudes would
always remain constant. Since the tensor-induced B-mode
polarization requires time variation of the tensor-mode
perturbations, a vanishing speed then means no tensor-
induced B-mode polarization and r can be arbitrarily large.
This is also why we excluded the parameter value ε0 ¼ −1
in the MCMC analysis. The arbitrarily large value of the
allowed r as ε0 approaches −1 is shown by the blue region
in the right panel of Fig. 5. On the other hand, a larger ε0
does not seem to affect the constraint on r very much. This
is because, besides making the tensor-mode amplitudes
vary with time, horizon reentering also makes them smaller.
A larger ε0 then has both an enhancing effect (due to the
time-varying tensor-mode amplitudes) and a suppressing
effect (due to smaller amplitudes) on the CMB B-mode
polarization.

B. Constraints on large-scale deviation

Using the same data, we obtained the constraints in the r
vs εl parameter space as shown in Fig. 6. The conversion
between εl and the graviton mass μ [for n ¼ 4 in Eq. (7)] is
μ ¼ ε2l × 5.238 × 10−58Mp ¼ ε2l × 6.395 × 10−30 eV. We
can see that the constraint of r is insensitive to the
parameter εl for εl ≲ 1.5, which means a graviton mass
smaller than ∼10−29 eV should have no observational
effect on the CMB for the current level of sensitivity.
The constraint of r in this range of εl is roughly the same as
the case in GR. Both the 1-σ and 2-σ contours have
relatively sharp turns at εl ∼ 1.5. A larger εl leads to
significant drops of the allowed value of r for both
contours. This location (εl ∼ 1.5) of the sharp turns roughly
corresponds to an upper bound of the graviton mass
μupper ∼ 1.4 × 10−29 eV unless r is very small. This upper
bound is roughly of the same order of magnitude as the
estimation in Ref. [13]. Note that, if massive gravity is
responsible for the late-time cosmic acceleration, the
graviton mass should be of the order of the Hubble constant
H0 (in natural units) [13,40], which is ∼10−33 eV and is
about 3–4 orders of magnitude smaller than the rough
upper bound (for nonvanishing r) obtained in this work.
There is an allowed parameter-space “tail” for εl ≳ 2.5.

This “tail” extends to very large εl which has been cut off in
Fig. 6. This “tail” is present because, as r approaches 0, the
amplitude of tensor-mode perturbations approaches 0 as
well. Then there would be no tensor-induced effects on the
CMB (temperature or polarization), and εl (and the graviton
mass) can be arbitrarily large.

VI. FORECAST OF CONSTRAINTS ON TENSOR
MODE MODIFIED GRAVITY PARAMETERS

In this section, we use the Fisher matrix formalism to
forecast the constraints on the tensor-mode MG parameters
that could be obtained by the COrE mission [33], CMB
Stage-IV [41] and PIXIE [34]. Tables II, III and IV list the
specifications of these three near-future experiments. To do
the forecast correctly, we need to take into account the
diffuse foreground components. Following the method
described in Ref. [42], we calculate the degraded-noise
power spectrum Npost

l after a component separation. To
calculate the foreground residuals, we use the framework

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

l
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0.05

0.1

0.15

r

FIG. 6. Constraints in the r vs εl parameter space. The plateau
from εl ¼ 0 to ∼1.5 means this range of εl makes little difference
on the constraint of r, which is similar to the massless case.
Unless r is very small, the sharp drop of the allowed value of r
after εl ∼ 1.5 sets an upper bound of the graviton mass,
μupper ∼ 1.4 × 10−29 eV, for most allowed values of r.

TABLE II. Specifications of the COrE mission obtained from Ref. [33]. fsky ¼ 0.7. Here, ν denotes the central frequency of each band
(not our friction parameter).

ν=ðGHzÞ 45 75 105 135 165 195 225 255 285 315 375 435 555 675 795

Δν=ðGHzÞ 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 195 195 195
θfwhm=ðarcminÞ 23.3 14.0 10.0 7.8 6.4 5.4 4.7 4.1 3.7 3.3 2.8 2.4 1.9 1.6 1.3
Polarization in the
Rayleigh-Jean limit
ðμK · arcminÞ

8.61 4.09 3.50 2.90 2.38 1.84 1.42 2.43 2.94 5.62 7.01 7.12 3.39 3.52 3.60
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described in Refs. [35,43]. We include in the analysis the
synchrotron and dust as the dominant diffuse foregrounds.
So the number of signal components ncomp is three
including CMB. We denote CMB as the 0 component,
the synchrotron as 1 and dust as 2.

A. Formalism of CMB forecast and foreground
residuals estimation

With the likelihood provided in Ref. [33], the Fisher
matrix reads,

Fij ¼ −
�∂2ðlnLÞ

∂θi∂θj
�

¼ fsky
2

X
l

ð2lþ 1ÞTr
�
Rl

−1 ∂Cl

∂θj R
−1
l

∂Cl

∂θj
�
; ð25Þ

where θ is the parameter vector of a model, Rl is the
summation of the theoretical power spectra and the total
noise-like power spectra Rl ¼ Cl þ Ncmb

l , where,

Cl ¼

0
B@

CTT
l CTE

l 0

CTE
l CEE

l 0

0 0 CBB
l

1
CA;

and Ncmb
l ¼

0
B@

NTT
l 0 0

0 NEE
l 0

0 0 NBB
l

1
CA: ð26Þ

For the B-mode polarization, the theoretical power spec-
trum is the summation of the contributions from tensor
modes and lensing. We do not consider delensing.
Since we are considering foreground subtraction, we

take the summation of the degraded (or post-component-
separation) noise Npost

l and the foreground residuals

Cfg;res
l as the total noise-like power spectrum [33,35].

For the B-mode,

NBB
l ¼ Npost

l þ Cfg;res
l : ð27Þ

The degraded-noise power spectrum is obtained by,

Npost
l ¼ ððATNl

−1AÞ−1Þcmb;cmb; ð28Þ
where Nl is the instrumental-noise power spectra before
component separation, which is assumed to be a nchan ×
nchan diagonal matrix for each multiple l. The diagonal
element of Nl is given by,

ðNlÞνν ¼ ðΔΩσ2vÞ exp
�
−lðlþ 1Þ θ

2
fwhmðνÞ
8 ln 2

�
; ð29Þ

where the index ν (not our friction parameter) denotes the
central frequency of a channel, and there are nchan channels.
For example, for the COrE mission, there are nchan ¼ 15
frequency channels as shown in the first row in Table II.
The full-width-at-half-maximum angle θfwhmðνÞ and the
quantityΔΩσ2v (inverse of the weight) can be obtained from
the third and fourth rows in Table II. The nchan × ncomp

mixing metric A in Eq. (28) is calculated as,

Aνi ¼
Z

dν0δνðν0ÞAraw
i ðν0Þ; ð30Þ

where the index i can be cmb, sync or dust, denoting the
signal components. Different components can be separated
because they have different emission laws. Different
emission laws are expressed as different antenna-temper-
ature functions Araw

i ðν0Þ of frequency ν0. In Eq. (30) δνðν0Þ is
a normalized band-pass-filter function for each channel.
Take the COrE specification for example: the central
frequency ν and the frequency width Δν of δνðν0Þ are
given by the first and second rows in Table II. For CMB, the
antenna temperature reads,

Araw
cmbðνÞ ¼

ðν=TcmbÞ2 expðν=TcmbÞ
½expðν=TcmbÞ − 1�2 : ð31Þ

We have set h ¼ kB ¼ 1. The temperature of the CMB
Tcmb is 2.73 K, corresponding to 56.7 GHz.
For the synchrotron, the antenna temperature follows a

power law,

Araw
syncðνÞ ∝

�
ν

νref;s

�
βs
; ð32Þ

where the reference frequency νref;s will be set to 30 GHz
to be consistent with that for the Planck 2015 synchrotron
polarization map [45]. If it is only the CMB component that
concerns us, the proportional coefficient in Eq. (32) is
irrelevant. Since any other proportional coefficient can
be absorbed into a redefined νref;s, the value of νref;s is
actually also irrelevant when we only care about the CMB
component. The estimated synchrotron spectral index βs
is −3.1.

TABLE III. Specifications of Stage-IV obtained and calculated
from Ref. [35]. fsky ¼ 0.5.

ν=ðGHzÞ 40 90 150 220 280

Δν=ðGHzÞ 30% fractional bandpass
θfwhm=ðarcminÞ 11.0 5.0 3.0 2.0 1.5
Polarization in the
Rayleigh-Jean limit
(μK · arcmin)

2.9 1.2 0.86 1.6 1.6

TABLE IV. Specifications of PIXIE obtained from Ref. [34].
fsky ¼ 0.7.

ν= GHz
Δν

(GHz)
θfwhm=
ðarcminÞ Pol. RJ (μK · arcmin)

15∶7665 15 96 The sensitivities of the 511
frequency channels are
provided by Ref. [44].
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For the dust, the antenna-temperature function follows a
grey-body radiation distribution,

Araw
dustðνÞ ∝

�
ν

νref;d

�
βdþ1

�expðνref;dTd
Þ − 1

expð ν
Td
Þ − 1

�
: ð33Þ

The dust reference frequency νref;d ¼ 353 GHz is chosen to
be consistent with the one for the Planck 2015 dust
polarization map, but again its value is irrelevant when
we only care about the CMB component. The dust temper-
ature Td is fixed to 19.6 K [43]. The estimated dust spectral
index is βd ¼ 1.59. We assume the emission laws for
synchrotron and dust are spatially independent.
We follow the framework described in Refs. [35,43] to

calculate the foreground residuals. The idea is as follows.
Since we do not exactly know what emission laws are
followed by the synchrotron and the dust, the subtraction of
those two components from the signal is not ideal.
Assuming that the synchrotron and the dust emission laws
take the form of Eq. (32) and Eq. (33), our uncertainties are
now on the two spectral indices βs and βd (Td is fixed here).
One first estimates the uncertainties on the spectral indices
βs and βd, and then infers the propagated errors in the
foreground subtraction. These errors are identified as the
foreground residuals. According to Ref. [43], the uncer-
tainties of the spectral indices are specified by the matrix Σ,
which is calculated as,

ðΣ−1Þββ0 ¼ −Tr
	�∂AT

∂β N−1ACNATN−1 ∂A
∂β0

−
∂AT

∂β N−1 ∂A
∂β0

�
× F̂



ð34Þ

where CN ¼ ðATN−1AÞ−1. Note that the nchan × nchan
matrix N here (to be distinguished from Nl) is the noise
covariance at each pixel, whose diagonal element is,

Nνν ¼ ð12×nside2Þ
4π × ðΔΩσ2νÞ. For three known component

template maps (i.e., scmb, ssync and sdust), the ncomp × ncomp

matrix F̂ in Eq. (34) is,

ðF̂Þij ¼
X
p

spi s
p
j ; ð35Þ

where i; j ¼ cmb, sync or dust, and the superscript p
denotes the pixel location.
To calculate the matrix Σ, we need to have the synchro-

tron and the dust polarization template maps (i.e., ssync and
sdust), and a mask that specifies nside and which pixels are
included in the sum in Eq. (35). We do not actually need a
template map for the CMB. That is because Araw

cmb does not
depend on βs or βd, and the corresponding CMB compo-
nents do not contribute to the summation when we take the
trace in Eq. (35). In this work, we use the second Planck
release of component polarization maps and the polariza-
tion mask, and we degrade them to nside ¼ 128 resolution.

Once the matrix Σ is obtained, the foreground residuals can
be computed as,

Cfg;res
l ¼

X
ββ0

X
jj0

Σββ0κ
jj0
ββ0C

jj0
l ; ð36Þ

where κjj
0

ββ0 is given by,
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FIG. 7. COrE (top), Stage-IV (middle) and PIXIE (bottom):
The power spectra of 1) the tensor B-mode polarization with
r ¼ 0.01 in ΛCDM (solid green), 2) the total B-mode (dash
magenta), 3) the degraded instrumental noise (solid red), 4) (total)
the foreground residual (solid blue), 5) the total noise-like error
(solid black), and 6) the foreground signals (shown only on the
top of the COrE panel: dotted for synchrotron-auto, dashed for
dust-auto and dot-dashed for synchrotron-dust cross spectra).
Note the minimal l for Stage-IV is just 20. And the maximum l
for PIXIE is 200.
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κjj
0

ββ0 ¼ a0jβ a
0j0
β0 ; ð37Þ

and a0jβ is,

a0jβ ¼
�
CNATðNÞ−1 ∂A∂β

�
0j
: ð38Þ

The Cjj0
l ’s in Eq. (36) are the auto and cross power spectra

of the synchrotron and dust polarization maps.
We refer readers to Refs. [35,43] for detailed discus-

sions of the above framework. In Fig. 7 we show results
for the power spectra of the degraded instrumental noise,
the (total) foreground residual and the B-mode polariza-
tion with our base fiducial model for the three future
experiments we considered. Different experiment specifi-
cations lead to different degraded noises and foreground
residuals.

B. Performance forecast of constraints on tensor-mode
MG parameters

In this subsection, we consider the following question:
how significant do the deviations from GR in the tensor
sector need to be, so that we can detect them with the near-
future CMB experiments? To answer this question, we do a
performance forecast using the Fisher matrix formalism
with the specifications of COrE, Stage-IV and PIXIE listed
in Tables II, III and IV.
In Table V we list the base fiducial model used in our

Fisher matrix analysis. In this subsection, we only consider
the ΛCDMþ r with the standard inflation consistency
relation as our base model, where ΛCDM stands for the
six standard cosmological parameters. The test of the
standard vs the MG consistency relation will be in the next
subsection. On top of the base model, we consider four
extendedmodels, namely,ΛCDMþrþν0,ΛCDMþ rþ ε0,
ΛCDMþ rþ εl, and ΛCDMþ rþ εh. When we consider

TABLE V. The base fiducial model (ΛCDM þ r) used in the Fisher matrix analysis. We extend it to four MG models (i.e. ΛCDMþ
rþ 1 MG parameter).

Base fiducial parameters r ns τ Ωbh2 Ωch2 H0 As

Values 0.01 0.9645 0.079 0.02225 0.1198 67.27 2.2065 × 10−9
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FIG. 8. Results of constraints on the friction term for COrE (left), Stage-IV (middle) and PIXIE (right) specifications. We show the
1-σ, 2-σ and 3-σ marginalized confidence-region contours in the r-ν0 space for the ΛCDMþ rþ ν0 model. We set rfid ¼ 0.01. All top
(bottom) panels are for positive (negative) ν0. These figures show the minimum detectable values of ν0, which can be converted to a
minimally required percentage difference in the strength of friction.
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the ΛCDMþ rþ ν0 model, for example, we fix the other
MG parameters to their GR values. The six standardΛCDM
parameters are then marginalized over to give two-
dimensional confidence-region plots in the rþ ν0. We then
derive the minimum detectable values of the tensor-mode
MG parameters for those future experiments. In this work,
the minimum detectable value xmin of an MG parameter x is
conservatively defined as the one when the x-direction half
width of the 3-σ likelihood ellipse in the marginalized r-x
space equals xmin itself (or −xmin if x is negative). We will
repeat and do the same for the other extendedmodels. These
minimum detectable values should depend on the base

fiducial model, especially on the fiducial value of r. We
do not consider the constraints on MG parameters simulta-
neously since the near-future CMB experiments all have
limited constraining power. Moreover, we want to explore
the individual minimum detectable value for each MG
parameter so we can estimate which modification to GR
is most likely to be detectable with these experiments.
In Fig. 8 (for friction) and Fig. 9 (for dispersion relation)

we show the results of the performance forecast. Take the
COrE specification for example: we can infer from those
plots that the minimum detectable values of ν0, jε0j, εl, and
εh are 0.035 (−0.11 for negative ν0), ∼0.05, 0.035 and 0.02
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FIG. 9. Results of constraints on the dispersion relation for the COrE (left), Stage-IV (middle) and PIXIE (right) specifications. First
two rows: the ΛCDMþ rþ ε0 model. Take COrE for example; a value of jε0;minj ¼ 0.05 means COrE can observe a speed fractional
deviation that is 5% different from the speed of light. Third row: the ΛCDMþ rþ εl model. A value of εl;min ¼ 0.035 (with n ¼ 4)
means the minimum detectable mass of the graviton will (at best) be 7.8 × 10−33 eV. Fourth row: the ΛCDMþ rþ εh model. This is a
high-k=a deviation model, εh;min ¼ 0.02 means the dispersion is not changed for a physical wave number smaller than
k0=

ffiffiffiffiffi
εh

p ¼ 700 Mpc−1. Similar interpretations apply to the other two experiments.
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respectively. These minimum detectable values tell us that
the COrE mission can detect deviations from GR if 1) the
additional friction is at least 3.5% larger than that in GR, 2)
or the friction is suppressed and at least 11% less than that
in GR, 3) the speed of gravitational waves is at least ∼5%
different from the speed of light, 4) gravitons possess a
mass of at least 7.8 × 10−33 eV, and 5) the small-scale
dispersion relation is modified with a critical scale of
1.4 kpc. The critical scale in the last case is defined as the
inverse of k0=

ffiffiffiffiffi
εh

p
, which means the dispersion relation at

scales smaller than this will be modified. In particular, the
ΛCDMþ rþ εl model corresponds to a massive graviton
model. With r ¼ 0.01 and the standard inflation consis-
tency relation, the minimum detectable graviton mass is
7.4 × 10−33 eV for COrE. This is important, because, as we
mentioned earlier, if the massive gravity models are
responsible for the late-time cosmic acceleration, the
graviton mass will be at the order of 10−33 eV.
The minimum detectable graviton mass depends on the

value of n we set in Eq. (7). We set n ¼ 4 for convenience
in theMCMC analysis with the current data. We can choose
a different n for future data. Choosing a different nwill give
us a different value of εl;min, and consequently a different
minimum detectable graviton mass. This is because chang-
ing the value of n effectively sets a different uniform prior.
But this change does not give a very different result. For
example, we later set n ¼ 1 and obtain a minimum
detectable graviton mass of 8.5 × 10−33 eV.
We list all the minimum detectable values and their

physical meanings in Table VI for the three near-future
experiments. We found that those three near-future

experiments are optimistic about the constraints of the
tensor-modeMG parameters. For rfid ¼ 0.01, the additional
friction only needs to be different from that in GR by 3.5–
4.5% to allow detection. If the friction is suppressed
(negative ν0), it is required to be 11–50% smaller than that
in GR for detection. For the speed of gravitational waves, it
only requires a difference of 4–15%. All experiments can
detect a graviton mass with a magnitude of the order of
10−33 eV, comparable to the one in the massive gravity
theories that give late-time cosmic acceleration.
At the end of this subsection, it is worth clarifying why

we can constrain εh in the presence of lensing. It is true that
εh only changes the tensor-induced B-mode power spec-
trum at small scales, where it is generally considered to be
contaminated by the signal from lensing. But if the tensor-
to-scalar ratio r is not completely negligible, the tensor-
mode contributions are important for B-mode polarization
at l≲ 150. A larger εh leads to a smaller l onset of the
damping effects on the B-mode power spectrum; see Fig. 4.
The values of the minimum detectable εh shown in
Tables VI, VII and VIII are large compared to the ones
shown in Fig. 4, which are large enough to suppress the
B-mode power spectrum within l≲ 150. If the foreground
signals can be truly subtracted down to the levels shown in
Fig. 7, we will be able to see this suppressing effect due to
the MG parameter εh.

C. Testing the standard consistency relation vs the MG
consistency relation

Another question is: can we test the standard consistency
relation (19) vs the MG consistency relation (21)? We find

TABLE VI. Results for the COrE specifications of the minimum detectable values of the tensor mode modified gravity parameters and
their physical meaning with r ¼ 0.01.

ΛCDM þ rþ
Minimum
detectable Physical effects associated with a detection at the 3-σ level

ν0 0.035 An enhanced friction that is 3.5% (or more) larger than that in GR can be detected
Negative ν0 −0.11 A suppressed friction that is at least 11% smaller than the GR value can be detected
jε0j 0.04 A speed deviation from the speed of light of ∼4% or larger can be detected
εl 0.035 A graviton mass > 7.8 × 10−33 eV can be detected
εh 0.02 The small-scale dispersion relation needs to be modified with a critical wave number ðk=aÞcritical ≲

700 Mpc−1 (or critical scale ≳1.4 kpc) for detection

TABLE VII. Results for the Stage-IV specifications, similar to Table VI.

ΛCDM þ rþ
Minimum
detectable Physical effects associated with a detection at the 3-σ level

ν0 0.04 An enhanced friction that is 4% (or more) larger than that in GR can be detected
Negative ν0 −0.3 A suppressed friction that is at least 30% smaller than the GR value can be detected
jε0j ∼0.05 A speed deviation from the speed of light of ∼5% or larger can be detected
εl 0.038 A graviton mass > 9.7 × 10−33 eV can be detected
εh 0.023 The small-scale dispersion relation needs to be modified with a critical wave number ðk=aÞcritical ≲

660 Mpc−1 (or critical scale ≳1.5 kpc) for detection
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that in some situations we are able to do so, and we show it
with the method of performance forecasting described in
the previous subsection. We assume in this work that the
friction parameter ν0 is constant throughout the history of
the Universe.
We first extend the model from ΛCDMþ rþ ν0 to

ΛCDMþ rþν0þnT , where nT is the tensor spectral index.
We assume the truevalue of ν0 ismuch larger than r. Herewe
set rfid ¼ 0.01 and ν0;fid ¼ 0.2. The small term −r=8 can be
ignored in the MG consistency relation (21), so it becomes
nT ≃−3ν0¼−0.6. On the other hand, the standard consis-
tency relation gives nT¼−r=8¼−0.000125. Therefore, the
two consistency relations can be very different: while jnT j
can be large for theMGconsistency relation, itmust be small
for the standard one (given the fact that r < 0.1 from current
observational upper bound). To experimentally test the two
consistency relations, wewant to seewhether future data are
consistent with only one of them. In our performance
forecast, we set the fiducial model to be consistent with

theMGconsistency relation. At the end,wewill marginalize
over the six standard ΛCDM parameters and r to get a two-
dimensional confidence-region plot in the nT vs ν0 param-
eter space. Once we obtain such a two-dimensional plot, we
will be able to seewhether the uncertainty is small enough to
rule out the standard consistency relation.
We take the COrE as an example to examine the above

question. In the left panel of Fig. 10, the co-center of the
three ellipses shows the fiducial model in the nT vs ν0
parameter space, and the three ellipses are the 1-σ, 2-σ and
3-σ marginalized likelihood contours. The “straight line”
shows the standard consistency relation nT ¼ −r=8 with a
3-σ uncertainty of r. This “straight line” is actually a green
shaped band. But its offset from 0 and its uncertainty are
too small compared to the vertical scale of the graph, so it
looks like a straight line. We zoom in and show this shaped
band in a side box in the top-right corner. The ellipses do
not intersect with the shaped band, which means the
observation is not consistent with the standard consistency

FIG. 10. Demonstration of how we can distinguish the standard and the MG consistency relations. We assume that the fiducial model
satisfies the MG consistency relation with ν0 ¼ 0.2 on the left and ν0 ¼ 0.11 on the right. Both panels have a fiducial value of r ¼ 0.01.
For the left panel, the MG consistency relation predicts nT ≃ −0.6, which is much larger than the one predicted in GR (nT ¼ −0.00125)
with the standard consistency relation. There is a shaped band in the figure that shows the range of nT according to the standard
consistency relation nT ¼ −r=8. That shaped band is so narrow that it looks like a “straight line” in the ν0 vs nT parameter space. The
side box shows the shaped band with a 3-σ uncertainty of r in a more suitable range. We can see that the three iso-likelihood contours do
not intersect with the shaped band. Therefore, such simulated data favor the MG consistency relation over the standard consistency
relation. However, the true value of ν0 needs to be large enough in order to distinguish the two consistency relations observationally. The
right panel shows the minimum value of ν0 that allows us to distinguish the two consistency relations for COrE, which is ν0;min ¼ 0.11.

TABLE VIII. Results for the PIXIE specifications, similar to Table VI.

ΛCDM þ rþ min. det. physical effects associated with a detection at the 3-σ level

ν0 0.045 an enhanced friction that is 4.5% (or more) larger than that in GR can be detected
negative ν0 −0.5 a suppressed friction that is at least 50% smaller than the GR value can be detected
jε0j 0.15 & 0.05 a speed deviation from the speed of light that is 15% faster, or 5% slower can be detected
εl 0.035 a graviton mass > 7.8 × 10−33 eV can be detected
εh 0.07 the small-scale dispersion relation needs to be modified with a critical wave number

ðk=aÞcritical ≲ 380 Mpc−1 (or critical scale ≳2.6 kpc) for detection
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relation at the 3-σ confidence level. In such a case, we can
verify the MG consistency relation and rule out the
standard one.
The next question is: how large does ν0 need to be for us

to experimentally distinguish the two consistency rela-
tions? If the fiducial value of ν0 is small, nT will also be
small even if it follows the MG consistency relation. The
ellipses will then move upwards in the r vs ν0 plane, and
intersect with the shaped band. In that case the data will be
consistent with both consistency relations, and we will not
be able the tell which one is correct. The minimum value of
ν0 (for COrE) that allows us to observationally distinguish
the two consistency relations (at the 3-σ C.L.) is demon-
strated in the right panel of Fig. 10. There we set the
fiducial value of ν0 to 0.11. The 3-σ likelihood contour
marginally intersects with the shaped band. So if ν0 > 0.11,
the ellipses will be below the shaped band (like the case in
the left panel), and if ν0 < 0.11 they intersect. This
minimum value of ν0 is still very large compared to r,
that is, ν0;min ¼ 0.11 ≫ r ¼ 0.01.
For the case of negative ν0, the discussion will be similar

to that above. But since the negative ν0 is more difficult to
observe (see Sec. VI B), jν0j needs to be very large for us to
distinguish the standard and the MG consistency relations.
The conclusion of this subsection is that, yes, in some

situations, we can observationally distinguish the standard
and the MG consistency relations. The friction parameter
jν0j needs to be much larger than the tensor-scalar-ratio r in
order for us to experimentally disentangle the standard and
the MG consistency relations with the next-generation
CMB experiments.

VII. SUMMARY

We proposed a general form of the tensor-mode propa-
gation equation, which can be applied to a wide range of
modified gravity theories. Based on this equation, we wrote
four physically motivated parametrization schemes which
include the changes to the friction, the propagation speed,
as well as the dispersion relation at large and small scales.
Some similar modifications have been individually con-
sidered in the literature [12–14], but we combined them in a
different approach and extended them to cover more
possible cases. We also derived a consistency relation
for the MG models. We then performed parameter con-
straints and forecasts.
Before investigating the current and future data con-

straints, we studied the parametrized tensor-mode pertur-
bations during inflation and derived a few useful equations
in the modified gravity case. We obtained an MG inflation
consistency relation nT ¼ −3ν0 − r=8. Besides relating the
tensor spectral index nT to the tensor-to-scalar ratio r as in
the standard inflation consistency relation, the MG inflation
consistency relation also relates nT to the friction parameter
ν0. If the friction parameter is constant throughout the
history of the Universe (including inflation and the period

after it), we can use the CMB B-mode polarization data to
test the standard and the MG consistency relations. If the
friction parameter is finite but changes its value after
inflation, then at least the standard inflation consistency
relation can be falsified due to the additional contribution
from ν0 to the value of nT .
To see the MG effects on the B-mode polarization and to

constrain the MG parameters from the current observations,
we modified CAMB to implement our parametrization
and applied a Monte Carlo Markov chain analysis using
COSMOMC. We studied the effects of the four parameters
individually on the B-mode polarization power spectrum.
Then using the currently available data from the Planck-
BICEP2 joint analysis and the Planck-2nd-released low-l
polarization, we set exclusion regions on the MG
parameters.
Then we calculated performance forecasts on con-

straining MG parameters for the next-generation CMB
experiments. We used the specifications of the near-future
missions COrE, Stage-IV and PIXIE. We performed cal-
culations of the corresponding foreground residuals and the
degraded noise for the analysis. For a fiducial cosmological
model with a tensor-to-scalar ratio r ¼ 0.01, we determined
the 3-σ confidence contours in the rþ each MG parameter
spaces. We found that (i) an additional relative friction of
3.5–4.5% compared to its GR value will be detected at the
3-σ level by these experiments (the details are given in our
Tables VI, VII, and VIII); (ii) a suppressed friction will be
harder to constrain (−11 to −50% is required for a
detection); (iii) the speed of gravitational waves with a
relative difference of 5–15% or larger compared to the
speed of light will be detected; (iv) the minimum detectable
graviton mass is around 7.8–9.2 × 10−33 eV for these
experiments: this is important because this minimum
detectable graviton mass is of the order of 10−33 eV, which
is the same as the one in the massive gravity theories
that can produce the late-time cosmic acceleration; (v)
for the small-scale deviation, the dispersion relation needs
to be modified with a critical wave number ðk=aÞcritical ≲
380–700 Mpc−1 (or the critical scale needs to be
≳1.4–2.6 kpc) for detection.
Finally, with the performance forecast, we explored the

possibility for the next-generation CMB experiments to
distinguish the MG inflation consistency relationship
(nT ¼ −3ν0 − r=8) from the standard inflation consistency
relation (nT ¼ −r=8). We showed that in order to disen-
tangle the two consistency relations, the MG friction
parameter jν0j needs to be much larger than the tensor-
to-scalar ratio r.
In summary, we found that the near-future experiments

probing tensor-induced B-modes such as the COrE mis-
sion [33], PRISM mission [46], POLARBEAR2 [47],
CMB Stage-IV [41] and PIXIE [34] will open a new
promising window on testing gravity theories at cosmo-
logical scales.
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